
Meetings, gatherings and events are becoming more 
interactive than before and require the necessary 
equipment to ensure that everyone hears and is 
being heard clearly. Unite is a Digital Wireless 
Communication System designed to allow people to 
effortlessly speak, listen and interact with each other.

With the unique combination of transmitters, receivers, 
an access point and all necessary accessories, Unite is 
the best-in-class wireless communication system. The 
system is applicable for tour guides in both corporate 
and tourism industries, and language distribution during 
multi-lingual meetings. Unite can also be seamlessly 
applied to other applications such as wireless 
presentations or within the education sector.

Let’s connect
Unite the people
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UNITE TP & TH 

The Unite TP bodypack and 
Unite TH handheld microphone 
can be used as the transmitters 
within the Unite system. With the integrated DSP, 
these transmitters ensure the best audio quality 
even in noisy environments such as factories or busy 
cities. Additionally with the wide variety of interface 
capabilities, integrating external audio sources and 
enhancing your presentation becomes very easy.

UNITE RP & RP-T

The Unite RP bodypack receiver 
comes in a light-weight and 
compact design and allows the user 
to select the correct channel and 
listen in on the conversation.

The Unite RP-T expands on the Unite RP with the 
talkback functionality. With a simple press of the 
button, participants can join the discussion and ask 
questions.

UNITE AP4

The Unite AP4 access point allows for the integration of the Unite communication system 
into a larger AV solution.

This access point can function as a transmitter, capable of sending out 4 separate 
channels or can function as a receiver where 4 wireless microphones can be connected. 
8 AP4 units can be connected bringing the total maximum channels to 32.



LANGUAGE  Unite as language distribution system

As the world evolves towards being more multi-
cultural and multi-lingual, it’s more important than 
ever that people can hear and be heard in their own 
language.  
 
+  Distribute 4 languages per access point and up   
    to 32 by combining devices  
 
+  Easy channel selection on receivers 
 
+  Compatible with Televic interpretation equipment 

HANDSHAKE  Unite as the perfect solution for your Rental events

Unite is not only a perfect solution for tour guides or language 
distribution, but can also be used in other applications such 
as wireless presenting, intercom, team collaboration or within 
education. This versatility and feature set makes Unite the ideal 
system for rental companies. Within this rental world, having one 
system that covers many use cases reduces cost and improves 
the stock management. This is significantly enhanced by the 
Televic Conference Rental Alliance, a collaborative organization 
comprising market-leading rental companies. The alliance is 
dedicated to fostering knowledge exchange among its members 
and facilitating dry-hiring, thereby enabling seamless sharing and 
rental of their inventory among alliance members.

PERSON-SIGN  Unite as tour guiding system

Whether it’s during a scenic tour in a historical 
city or when showing a group the newest factory 
in a corporation, tour guides need a high-quality 
wireless communication system like Unite to bring 
their story alive.

+  Present with multiple speakers and allow  
    talk-back from guests 

+  Best-in-class audio quality and reduced noise by  
    internal DSP processing 

+  Bring in external audio sources via line-in,  
    Bluetooth or USB for a better tour experience 

Become a member!

UNITE & DECT

Unite uses the Digital Enhanced Cordless 

Telecommunication or DECT standard which is a future-

proof, license-free wireless transmission platform 

uniquely suitable for high-quality audio communications. 

Unite allows up to 3 people to speak simultaneously 

in a group and 32 groups can operate in parallel. All 

communications are encrypted by AES-256 ensuring 

confidentiality during all interactions.
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